Introduction
THROUGHOUT Z P and Q p will respectively denote the ring of p-adic integers and the field of p-adic numbers (for p prime). We denote by C p the completion of the algebraic closure of Q p with respect to the p-adic metric. Let v p denote the p-adic valuation of C p normalised so that v p (p) = 1. Let K denote a fixed closed subfield of C p with "non-zero different" over Q p (for example, a finite extension of Q p \ see [8] etc.).
Let UD(Z p , K) denote the /(-algebra of all uniformly differentiable functions /: Z p -»/( under pointwise addition and convolution multiplication + where for /,je UD(Z p , K) and z e Z p ,
f*g(z)=lim(
This situation is a starting point for p-adic Fourier analysis on Z p , the analogy with the classical (complex) theory being substantially complicated by the absence of a p-adic valued Haar measure on Z p which impoverishes the space of "integrable" functions in the usual sense (see [8] , [9] for further details).
In particular this gives rise to a second, inextricably linked, convolution multiplication ® which is considered in § 2 before attention is turned to * in § 3 and § 4. Here we obtain characterisations of divisibility and squares in the algebra UD(Z P , K), * in terms of the Gelfand transform C S, the carrier space being X p = l p \J\l p \J{*>} where ~^p = {w e.C p \w pk = \ for some k s» 0} is the Pontrjagin dual of Z p and V p = {a e C p \ v p (a -1) =s 0}. It is to be hoped that this may be a special case of a more general "symbolic calculus". (Note that the analogue of (complex) 'Gelfand theory' does not hold for a general commutative p-adic Banach algebra.)
The underlying assumption made that the closed subfield K of C p has "non-zero different" over Q p is not needed for many of the basic definitions but is systematically exploited in the proofs and is certainly needed for some, and perhaps all, of the results.
The spaces of functions F considered will generally be K-Banach spaces or algebras equipped with natural operations and valuations V: /•"->RU{°°}. Note that we choose the valuation notation V in preference to the more usual norm notation || || (these being related by Il/H = p~V (f) ). We will always use v to denote the "uniform" valuation on spaces F of functions f(x), that is v(f) = inf v p (f(x)) (see [6] for X further details concerning p-adic functional analysis).
Divisibility and Squares in C(Z P , K), ®
We first recall some results from [8] (see also [9] ).
Recap 2.1. (a) Let C(Z P , K) denote the commutative AT-Banach algebra (without identity element) of all continuous functions/: Z p -+K under pointwise addition, convolution multiplication ® and (uniform) valuation v where for all / g e C(Z P , K) and n eN (dense in Z p ),
where each b n e K with b n -> 0 and every such expansion arises in this way. Further
v(f)=Mv p (b n ).
(c) Then we can define an analytic function 6{f) on V,, U {<»} vanishing at oc by putting
0(f)(a)=2b n (l -ay-'
for all a eV p U{<*}. Thus 0(f) is "defined over AT" and clearly
) (say) and 6{f ®g) = 6<J)9(g). (d) if / T^O then we define s{f) to be the number of zeros (counted according to multiplicities) of 9{f) in V,, U {<*} so that s(f) = 1 + max{n \n^0 and v p (b n ) = v(f)}. Note that clearly each zero of 6{f) in V ; , U{=c} is algebraic over K (just look at the action of the profinite Galois group of C p over K on the finite set of zeros).
VU(|
(e) As mentioned in the introduction ® is closely related to *. For
However the structure of C(Z P , K), ® is relatively simple compared with that of UD(Z P , K), +. Indeed 6 provides an isometric isomorphism with the 'well-known' algebra H n (\/ P ) K , X of analytic elements on V p U{°°} defined over K and vanishing at oc, that is the algebra tK(t), X of power series in t = 1/(1 -a) with zero constant term and coefficients in K tending to zero (see [1] or [2] ). If / = 0 then we put m(f, a) = <* for all aeVpU {<»}.
Proof. Recall from (2.1)(e) that 6: C(Z P , K), ®, v-*tK(t), X, v is an isometric isomorphism of AT-Banach algebras. The results now follow easily from the well-known properties of the "Tate algebra" K{t), X (which is a principal ideal domain; see [2] ). 
Proof. (=^>) Suppose that g = h®h for some h e C(Z P , K). Then by (2.1)(c), e(g) = 0(h®h) = 6(h)
2 . The conditions (a) and (b) now follow directly using (2.1) and (2.2).
Suppose that (a), (b) hold and let 6(g) = E a n f e tK(t) where each a n e K with a n -»0 (see (2.1)(e)).
""' It is clearly sufficient to show that 6(g) is a square in tK(t). Now by conditions (a), (b) in fact for some m s* 1, 6(g) = 2 a n f where -a for some a e K with a # 0. Hence 
where / = 0, /3i, -. . , fi r are the distinct zeros of 6{g) (with multiplicities 2m, lm u ..., lm r respectively) with / e C p , v p (t)^0 and c(t) = S c n t" e C p (t) has no such zero and so is a unit in C p (t). Thus each c n e C p , c n -+0 and c 0 is dominant, that is v p (c 0 ) < v p (c n ) for all n > 0.
Thus 6{g) is a square in C p (t), as required from above. For
is the square of Note that since p*2,
5=0 » c n Co'->0 and for n >0, u / ,(c n co')>0 and is bounded away from zero ((2.4) is clearly false if 2 and so for all a EV^UM 9(g)(a) = 6(h)(a) 2 where 6(h)(a) G /C(a) (by (2.1)(c)), as required.
be a finite extension of Q p with p¥=2 and let g e C(Z P , K). Then g is a square in C(Z P , K), <8> if and only if for all a e\Z p U {oo} 6{g)(a) is a square in K(a) (the closure of K(a) in C p ).

Proof (=» Suppose that g = h®h for some h e C(Z P , K). Then 0(g) = 6(h®h) = e(h)
Suppose that for all a e V p U {<»}, 0(g)(a) is a square in tf(a). Then by (2.4) it is sufficient to show that if g ^ 0 then 0(g) has all its zeros in P U{°°} w ' tn even multiplicity and the "leading coefficient" of its Taylor expansion about w is a square in K. "Changing variable" to t = 1/(1 -a) we have (as in (2.1 )(e)), 6(g) = 2 a n f e tK{t) where for all p e C p with v p (P) & 0, 2 a n p n is a square in K{p). We next show that m is even. Let n e K with Knot a square in K (recall that K is a finite extension of Q,,). Now put /3 =p lf n with ^ "suitably large". Then from (H) above is a square in K{p lf n) = K. As before, for suitably large (, the final factor is a square in K and so, since a m is a square in K, we deduce that if is a square in K and so m is even, as required. Thus 8(g) has a zero of even multiplicity at t = 0 (that is a = °°).
Suppose that 6(g)
It remains to show that 6(g) has all its zeros / = & (/3 e C p , u p (/3) 5=0) with even multiplicity. Now by (2.1 )(d), /3 is algebraic over K and hence K(P) is a finite extension of Q p (since K is). Define F e tK(P)(t) by applying the "change of /-variable" tv->t + p to 0(g) e tK(t). It is now clearly enough to show that F has a zero at / = 0 with even multiplicity. Let y e C p with v p (y) > 0. Then by (H) above the value of F at t = y is a square in /C(y + 0) and so in
We now repeat the argument given in the first part of the proof, with 8(g) replaced by Fand K replaced by K(P), and hence deduce that Fhas a zero at / = 0 with even multiplicity, as required. In fact *$(/) is uniquely determined by its restriction to J p (the "Fourier transform" of/defined in (c) above) and ) = -0(/')(a)eK(a) for all a e V, U {«}.
(I) Then W(/)= inf v p (<SfJ)(a)) = v(<S(J)) (say) and if /, g e UD(Z P , K) then %J*g) = ^{f)%g) (pointwise multiplication X). In fact 'S: UD(Z P , K), *, W -> H ti (X p )
K , x, v is an isometric isomorphism of A'-Banach algebras since K has non-zero different over Q p .
(g) Let Int (Z p , K) = {fe UD(Z P , K))/' =0}, the tf-valued Riemann integrable functions on Z p . Let / E Int (Z p , K). then from (c), (d) , (e) above the Gelfand transform ^(/) is supported on l p and the %f){w) = /", (w e J p ) satisfy the conjugacy conditions © (of (c) above) and tend to zero "off finite subsets of T p ". Conversely every such function on X p arises in this way since K has non-zero different over Q p .
( Proof. This follows directly from (3.4) and the definition of the Gelfand transform <3(see (3.1)(e)). Further by (2.3) 
h) Finally, "minus differentiation" yields a surjective, 'value increasing' homomorphism of /C-Banach algebras UD(Z P , K), *, either V or W-• C(Z P , K), ®, v with kernel Int (Z p , K) and this induces, by passage to the quotient, an isometric isomorphism of X-Banach algebras
UD(Z P , /Q/Int (Z p> K), *, V = W^ C(Z P . X), ®, w.
Definition 3.2. Let / e VD(Z P , K). We define a continuous linear operator T f : UD(Z pt K)-> UD(Z P , K) by putting T f (g)=f*g for all g e UD(Z P , K).
Now consider the natural continuous mapping
induced by "minus differentiation" and quotient mappings in the obvious way.
Clearly 4> has kernel Y D Z = Im (T f ) and is surjective since Ker (7}) c Int(Z p ,/C). Now the image Im(<£) has A'-dimension s(f') + n(f) from above and so the result follows. Proof. This follows directly from (3.3) and (3.6); recall that index (Tf) = dim (Ker (7})) -dim (Coker(7})) (see [3] for a discussion of the classical (complex) theory of Fredholm and completely continuous operators).
We now briefly consider the situation when /' = 0. Clearly 7}_ has finite K-rank («/?") and 7} n ->7}in "operator norm". Therefore 7} is completely continuous.
(b) We prove (b) directly (see [7] for a general p-adic Fredholm theory of completely continuous operators).
Let heUD(Z p ,K) with /I'^O (for example take h(z) = z for all z e Z p ). Put g = h + h *f e UD(Z p , K) so that g'= h' since /' = 0. Then by (3.8) (2) We hope to discuss the 'Fredholm theory' of the 7} for / e UD(Z P , K) more fully in a subsequent paper. We just note here that if / e Int (Z p , K) then it can easily be shown that / + 7} has a well defined 'Fredholm determinant' (see [4] ) equal to II (1 +/*,)• (3) It is now relatively straightforward to determine all the closed ideals of UD(Z P , K) (and indeed all the ideals of UD(Z P , K) not contained in Int (Z p , K)); they are given by suitable "vanishing conditions" (as above) for the Gelfand transform ^ on X p . Then g\, = ?".-/!" = 6 W for all >v e T p and sog*g =/, as required (by (3.1)(c) since (#*#)" = |L = ^i = /" for all w e T p ). 
Squares in UD(
